Navigate your Learning Zone

1. Dernières nouvelles Nieuws
   - Check in regularly for new content
   - Stay up-to-date with industry news

2. Administration Instellingen
   - Edit your profile
   - Change your password
   - Track your progress
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Calendrier Kalender
- View all future events in the calendar

Evénements Events kalender
- See the next three events (if any)
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Ma formation  

- View completed learning
- View future bookings

Mes achèvements de cours  

- Courses assigned to you based on Sector, Company and Products or Services registered to you
- Complete these courses first
- Quick view of progress

Studiegegevens

- Courses assigned to you based on Sector, Company and Products or Services registered to you
- Complete these courses first
- Quick view of progress
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Cours Cursussen

Access the complete GS1 Belgium & Luxembourg catalogue available to you
Catalogue View

- Catalogue organized by topic and course

Course Path

- Shows your course path
- Select “Accueil” or “Cours” to take you back to a previous page
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Catalogue View

- Catalogue organized by topic and course
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Course View

- Courses can have several modules
- Access and share downloadable content
- Ensure you allow pop-ups for this site.

Accueil ▶ Mes cours ▶ GS1 Belgium & Luxembourg ▶ Introduction to GS1 ▶ Intro GS1

Introduction to GS1

By the end of the course, learners will be able to understand:

- What is GS1
- In which sectors the organization operates
- The value offered by GS1 to businesses and consumers
- How the organization works—from the global level to local

Follow the online course 'Intro to GS1'
Contact us at training@gs1belu.org

for support with questions or technical issues related to the Learning Zone
Déconnexion - Uitloggen

- Logout to save your progress and ensure no other users can access your account